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Major targets of KamLAND-Zen for FY2019-2023
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Explored

Unexplored

possible discovery

A01

previous achievement

with new technology 
(future)

Super-KamLAND-Zen 
(dream）

(world best limit)

Rivals
done

Keep the world 
leading sensitivity

R&D

to do
target in the program

NO

IOYanagida model Hamaguchi model

Degenerated

1. World leading search for 0ν2β 
　　(sensitivity entering the inverted ordering region)

2. Continuous geoneutrino observation in parallel 
       (flux precision better than an earth model)

@ KamLAND-Zen 400

@ KamLAND-Zen 800

@ KamLAND2-Zen



Breakthrough from geoneutrino observation
2005 Experimental investigation of geologically produced antineutrinos with KamLAND

Stanford University 
Professor Norman Sleep

 This is not an 
evolution but a 
revolution!

2011 Partial radiogenic heat model for Earth revealed by geoneutrino measurement

外核

放射性物質起源の熱生成

地表での熱流量

ウラン・トリウム・他

内核

 47 兆ワット

約 21 兆ワット 地殻
マントル

地球形成時の熱は残存していた

原始の熱

Impossible once thought became possible!

World first direct measurement of terrestrial radiogenic heat

Earth is cooling!  
  (Yeah, I thought so..)
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carbonaceous chondrite

enstatite chondrite

U,Th amount

>

isotope ratio implies  
“enstatite chondrite” 
（geochemical model）

chemical abundance 
implies “C1 chondrite” 
（geochemical model）

Primordial meteoriteArguments 
within 
geochemistry

Mantle convection

geophysical model 
predicts single convection 
geochemical model 
predicts multi-layer 

convection

U/Th rich lower mantle

Homogeneous mantle

Arguments 
between 
geochemistry 
and geophysics

Big arguments in geoscience

Each model predicts different radiogenic heat (geoneutrino flux)

Low-Q

High-Q

Middle-Q
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Period 1 Period 2 Period 3
(a) 0.9 – 2.6 MeV

: KamLAND data
: Reactor νe
: Reactor νe + other BG
: All BG + geo νe

KL is accumulating low reactor data

(b) Period 1

(c) Period 2

(d) Period 3

distillation

low reactor

(e) 0.9 – 2.6 MeV

(f)
(g)

Geophysical Research Letters 49: 16 (2022)
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(a)

Results from 18 years of observation (8 years low reactor period)

8.3σ183+29-28 events observed 
    flux of 3.4±0.5 × 106 cm-2s-1.

<latexit sha1_base64="tVxJWLT6LZong5wyGtkPtB6RJ+Y=">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</latexit>

⌫̄

Assuming Th/U mass ratio of 3.9

(b)

(c)

High-Q (geophysical) disfavored at 99.76% CL.

117+41-39 events from 238U 
58+25-24 events from 232Th
Zero Uranium excluded at 3.3σ.
Fully radiogenic excluded at 5.2σ.

Model discrimination 
started!!

Low-Q
Middle-Q

Fully radiogenic

High-Q

Successful breakthrough again!
2022  New knowledge in geoscience  
          unobtainable without geoneutrino measurement

 Geophysical Research Letters 49. 16, 28 August 2022, e2022GL099566 



KamLAND

9m

6.5m
1.5m→2m

enrXe loaded LS in 
a mini-balloon

Zero Neutrino 
double beta decay search

-Zen

90% enriched 136Xe
320kg for phase-1
380kg for phase-II
745kg for Zen 800 (started in Jan. 2019)

largest 
amount 
so far

Advantages of using KamLAND  
⓪ low cost and quick start 
                     (running detector) 
① BG can be identified 
　　　　　　　(full active thick shielding) 
② In-situ purification possible 
　　　　　　　(liquid media) 
③ On/Off measurements possible 
                     (xenon is removable) 
④ multi-purpose 
                     (geo-neutrino) 
⑤ easily scalable 
                     (mini-balloon)

136Xe   
Noble gas 
Centrifugal enrichment possible 
Qββ=2459 keV   
(below 208Tl 3198-5001 keV)
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U  : 3.5x10-18 g/g 
Th: 5.2x10-17g/g

can be loaded in LS  
up to ~3 wt%.
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spectrum simple

confirmation 
by decay
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110mAg BG remains

2ν2βreduced

③on/off measurement demonstrated 
 (useful for signal confirmation)

208Tl is above ROI

Thanks to full active apparatus,
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unexpected 
BG found

320kG

after 1.5 yrs purification
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②in-situ purification possible!!

R < 1m

110mAg 
reduction  
1/20

380kG

period-2 of phase-2
263.8 / 534.5 days
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KamLAND-Zen 400 KamLAND-Zen 800

⑤ easily scalable

380kg (2011-) 745kg (2019-)
By the way, KLZ800 is already 
terminated on 12 January 2024.
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Example of improvements
before after

keep staying away  
goggle 

welding machine 
cover sheet 
glove on glove 

laundry twice a day  
clean underwear  

changing room in a clean room  
dust visualization 
more neutralizer 

・・・
cover 
sheets

clean 
underwear

changing 
room in a 
clean room

laundry 
twice a day



Xe spallation contains long-lived nuclei.

10日

neutron multiplicity

As getting better sensitivity, 136Xe spallation became a new issue.
Xe spallation products（FLUKA）

simulation with GEANT+ENSDF

2000 days exposure

11

FLUKA vs beam experiment 
slope may change by ~10%

tagging with 
characteristic 
4MeV neutron 
capture gamma 
is effective.

137Xe

Q-value 4.2MeV 
(possible BG)

New tools 
・Larger neutron multiplicity is a key estimator.    
           ⇨ LL tagging 
・They mostly associates multiple gammas. 
           ⇨ neutral-net discrimination (option)
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136Xe Half-life limit (KL-Zen 400 + 800)
KL-Zen 400 data reanalyzed with new tools (spallation shower tagging, neural net gamma tagging)  

and new knowledge of long-lived spallation, then combined with KL-Zen 800 data.

FLUKA estimation

LL rate (2.35-2.79MeV) 
           measured : 0.111± 0.019 ev/d/Xe-ton 
FLUKA estimation : 0.082 ± 0.006 ev/d/Xe-ton

Obtained LL tagging efficiency 40.1+10.2-8.2 %  
is consistent with the estimation 42.0±8.8 %

~1.5σ discrepancy

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
 year]26Half-life [10
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102 χ
∆ Zen400 Phase1

Zen400 Phase2
Zen800
Zen400 Phase2 + Zen800
KamLAND-Zen all combined

90% C.L.

Combined result (90% C.L. ) 

Sensitivity (90% C.L. ) 
T1/2 > 1.5×1026 yr

T1/2 > 2.3×1026 yr

The probability of obtaining 
a stronger limit : 23%

Δχ
2

PRL 130, 051801 (2023) 



KLZ400 & 800 combined

hm��i < (61� 165)meV
T 0⌫
1/2 > 1.07⇥ 1026 yr

<latexit sha1_base64="IuzbsJRHHC/yn5oOFsQAMSjxc2U=">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</latexit>

> 2.3⇥ 1026 yr
<latexit sha1_base64="gFR+L6WiO7oqSbsRDmngK41Mmyg=">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</latexit>

< (36� 156)meV

<latexit sha1_base64="Wux0KpAR+yd4iShrx698ZiZ4Hgc=">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</latexit>

hm��i = 1/
q
G0⌫ |M0⌫ |2 T1/2

NME: 1.11 ~ 4.77

We successfully entered the inverted ordering region!

(sensitivity: 1.5×1026 yr)KLZ400 only KLZ400 & 800 combined

PRL 130, 051801 (2023) 
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BG summary (events) 
(2.35<E<2.70 MeV, R<1.57m) 
2ν2β                 11.98 
RI in Xe-LS            0.98 
RI in mini-balloon    3.06 
Solar ν                  1.65 
Spallation              12.52

BG summary and future

Possible measures
2ν2β → better energy resolution → KamLAND2-Zen 
214Bi → scintillation balloon, 
           neural net  (enlarging FV) 
Spallation → new electronics, new muon tracking,  
           neural net (beta/gamma discrimination)



Cumulative coverage 
PRD96,053001(2017)

IO

NO

40meV  
50％ of IO

20meV  
95％ of IO 
50％ of NO

100% 0%

Hamaguchi

Yanagida

Asaka

Yanagida：PRD86,013002(2012) 
Hamaguchi：Eur.Phys.J.C77 (2017) 763 
Asaka：Phys.Lett. B811(2020)135956

Next target

It is difficult to cover all with an 
existing technology. 
Instead, covering IO is efficient. 
Parameter coverage steeply 
increases and there are theories.

15



KamLAND2-Zen project

entrance 
enlargement

better energy resolution with higher light yield

Modified Winstone cone

performance test with 14 mirrors

target ×1.8,  simulation ×2.2~2.3
HQE PMT

target ×1.9
Improved LS

target ×1.4

q.e. 20→30%, photocathode 17→20”φ

higher transparency, Bis-MSB addition to Xe-LS

×~5 light yield expected in total
Target sensitivity: 2×1027 yrs (5 yrs livetime), corresponding to ~20meV

95% of IO, 50% of NO
16



Status of KamLAND2-Zen project
MEXT provided a start-up fund for KamLAND2 in the supplemental budget of FY2023, 
and supplemental money must be spent within FY2024. It can cover only part of 
KamLAND-Zen decommissioning. But it means there is no going back for KamLAND, 
Tohoku University (and MEXT). 

In parallel, KamLAND2 project has been selected as a MEXT roadmap 2023 project in 
December 2023. 

It means the KamLAND2 project is qualified to apply for the large-scale frontier 
project with which SK, HK, KAGRA and so on are running. If approved, it is not an 
annual funding but 10 years support with of course construction money. This is an 
unprecedented opportunity for entire Tohoku University.  

Most importantly, Tohoku University is convinced with the importance of KamLAND2 
and decided to pursue the whole KamLAND2 project. 

Following the decision, KLZ800 has been terminated on 12 January 2024 and xenon 
extraction work has been started. (~one quarter is already extracted)

2024 LS draining  
2025-2026 dismantling   
2026-2027 reconstruction, LS filling 
FY2027 KL2 start 
FY2028 KL2-Zen start

rough schedule
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Kamioka Extremely Rare-phenomena and NEutrino-research Laboratory 
(KERNEL) as joint project between Tohoku and Osaka Universities has been 
approved (personnel expenses, operational money). 

It becomes a joint usage/research base of the LOWBG community spun by a 
series of grant-in-aid for scientific research on innovative area, UGND & UGAP. 
“Revealing the history of the universe with underground particle and nuclear research” 
“Unraveling the history of the universe and matter evolution with underground physics”. 

KERNEL is a proof of the success of these efforts!! 

I want to grow this KERNEL to a kind of  consortium in which many institutes 
in this community participate.

also
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What is KERNEL, initially?
This community opened new “Extremely Rare Phenomena” frontier in nuclear/
particle physics, covering double beta decay, dark matter, and other LOWBG 
sciences. 

This new frontier will be important for decades. 

We want to lead the field continuously. For the purpose, having a flagship 
project, growing young talents and new technologies with the community is 
essential. 

Initially, RCNS (Tohoku) KamLAND2 will play a role to lead the DBD/
geoneutrino/low-energy-astronomical neutrino researches as a flagship. 

In parallel, accumulated technologies in this community needs to be inherited 
and more innovations have to be made for future flagship projects. 

RCNP(Osaka) is the international joint usage/research center and has a lot of 
experiences working with a community. Also innovative technologies are 
being developed both in RCNS and RCNP. 

KERNEL as a joint effort between RCNS and RCNP is a seed to make 
continuous community efforts.
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Key technologies for big leaps of KamLAND

What does KERNEL have, initially?
Underground facility with a super-clean room has also been funded.

50

KamLAND

Super-clean 
facility

①

②

clean 
facility

lowBG test bench

Initially, KERNEL has; 
  a class 1 super-clean room, 
  clean air system (cooled charcoal ~200 m3/h), 
  pure water system, 
  and experimental space. 
Construction will be completed in FY2024.
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Problem

2001-2010 2011-2020 2021-2030

Key 
technology

Science reactor neutrino 
geoneutrino

210Bi/85Kr/210Po

water extraction, 
distillation

DBD 
geoneutrino 
7Be solar ν

110mAg/208Tl 
12C spallation

DBD 
geoneutrino

2ν2β 
Xe spallation 
solar ν

new electronics, 
super-clean room, 
neutron/shower/
220Rn-Po tag

new electronics, 
underground 

super-clean room, 
neutral-net



Summary
KL-Zen exclusion of 0ν2β has entered the 
IO region. achieved the goal

Discrimination of earth models has started. 
High-Q model (uniform mantle, total 
convection) has been excluded.

achieved the goal and more

KamLAND dismantling for KL2 started.  
KERNEL and its super-clean facility has 
been funded.
important outcome of this grant-in-aid program 
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